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Editorial 

The Difference that Makes the Difference 
Dear students, instructors, sponsors, and friends of the WSKF USA® Foundation, 
 
Bill Gates defines success as “making a difference”. Upon reading social media posts from admired 
champions like Spain’s Sandra Sanchez or Venezuela’s Antonio Diaz, we ponder the question, “what 
separates them from the rest of us? What is that difference that makes the difference?”. It all seems to 
boil down to vision > strategy > methods > passion. We will try to weave these answers into the 
different sections of this edition BUDO tips, as they fit or adapt to each one, that is, for instance, to 
Section II: Technique, trying to take these guidelines into the Dojo or the Tatami, especially now, when 
the Olympic countdown for Tokyo 2020 begins. 
 
This, our seventh BUDO Tips® International issue, features four sections, as always: 
 

I. Budo:     “The value of principles”  
II. Technique:    “What separates the champions from the rest of us?”  
III. Management: “Vision and willpower are at the root of success, but you need a plan” 
IV. F.Y.I.:   

☯ The WSKF Panamerican Championship 
☯ KRANE’s Summer Triple Crown 
☯ The Canadian Open 
☯ Upcoming events:  

☯ Team USA , the USA National Karate Federation’s calendar of events 
☯ WKF 2018 Calendar: Premier League, World and Continental Championships 

 

We thank you for your readership and your support. Please send us your news and comments to share 
with our audience. We would be proud also, if you shared our BUDO Tips® with your colleagues, stu-
dents, parents, and with your local sponsors. 

Our best regards; for the Board of Trustees, 
 

 

YÜtÇv|ávÉ ]A dâxäxwÉ 
WSKF USA®  Foundation  

wskf.usa.foundation@gmail.com  
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Section I - Budo 
“The Value of Principles” 

Howard Schultz, founder of Starbucks puts first among his keys to success “having a clear vision” of 

what you are and want to be. Bill Gates, founder of MicroSoft thinks success is “making a differ-

ence.”  Walt Disney (1901—1966) endeavored to create magic, and Steve Jobs (1955—2012), founder 

of Apple would have told you “do what you love!” Evidently, these men have lived guided by some-

thing great: Passion.  

And passion is at the heart of our principles. It represents how we choose to live our lives. Indeed, our 

principles guide our conduct, they connect our beliefs with our actions, and our actions with our be-

liefs, and in doing so, they provide a sense of harmony. If it were on the contrary, violating a principle 

would generate guilt, imbalance, and not having any would create chaos, and would make us danger-

ously and wastefully unpredictable.  

Yes, principles are a matter of choice, not what but how we choose to be, how we choose to act. But 

more importantly, however, principles are necessary to anchor our life strategy, our mission, our plan, 

however we call it. The greater the vision, the tougher the mission. Without principles that align our 

actions to our beliefs, the demands of success would be overwhelming; much effort would be wasted. 

A clear vision, making a difference, creating magic, at Disney, in the Dojo, in your Organization or in 

the Tatami, and doing what you love all require an emotional effort and unwavering commitment, you 

must live out your passion, otherwise, your vision and your mission will simply end up being wishful 

thinking, mere dreams from which you never wake up. 

Translating the keys to success we mentioned in 

our Editorial, Vision > Strategy > Methods > 

Passion, into our daily lives will take us inevita-

bly to the definition of supporting principles. Lets 

see. What’s your vision: A great organization, 

wealth, the Olympic Games? What is your plan to 

get there: how will you best utilize and secure re-

sources? And what are your methods, namely, 

excellent management, innovation, or high per-

formance training (blood, sweat and tears)? 

What’s missing?! Willpower, raw passion, dedica-

tion, and discipline. 

See? Now, we’re talking principles!!! 
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Section II: Technique 
“What separates the champions from the rest of us?”  

 
A clear vision, making a difference, creating magic in the Tatami, and doing what you love, like we 

said in the prior section, all require an emotional effort and unwavering commitment, you must live 

out your passion, otherwise, your vision and your mission will simply end up being wishful thinking, 

mere dreams from which you never woke up. 

Lets now translate the keys to success, Vision > Strategy > Methods > Passion, into athletic 

performance, be it that your vision is the Olympics or a World Championship. Rest assured, to be 

clear, you do need a vision, something that drives you. Given that, you need a plan, a strategy, albeit 

for training, for calibrating yourself through competition, for adding ranking points, and/or for secur-

ing resources to get to Tokyo, if that is the case. 

What’s your training strategy? Which competitions will you attend to test yourself? And which others 

to add ranking points? Where and how will you find donors or sponsors? A strategy is a set of coher-

ent decisions that draw a critical path, a map to success. The starting point is a serious analysis of 

whatever helps or hinders your vision, some call it “situational analysis”, others plan by “scenarios”, 

and most books define it as an acronym, SWOT, for “strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and 

threats”, based on which you “brainstorm” point by point, especially on critical issues. 

Lets take an example, lets say this is your analysis: S: speed and excellent technique; W: small size, 

not a strong warrior; O: the beauty of kata; T: injuries in Kumite, and top kata contenders, like 

Spain’s Sandra Sanchez or Japan’s Kiyou Shimizu. The strategy would seem to point toward Kime, not 

strength, as such, and to kata. Those seem to be the obvious decisions. OK! Now, what’s the plan?!   

A strategy means decisions, but a plan requires ac-

tions that turn dreams into goals, objectives that 

can be achieved progressively, like you do with 

ranking points, which imply deliberately choosing 

which tournaments you will attend to calibrate 

yourself, and which ones will suck up your re-

sources to get you into the ranking. OK, that sound 

like a plan! Now, how will you do it?!  

If a strategy requires a plan, a plan requires pro-

cesses, a method. How will you develop and exploit 

your competitive advantages, while minimizing 

your disadvantages? 
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Section II, ctnd.- “What separates the champions...”  
 

A vision without a plan is just a dream. A plan without a method is just wishful thinking, and it can be 

exhausting, as confusing as a map without a route, a huge waste of time and effort. Plans need pro-

cesses and protocols to close the planning cycle, and to answer key questions like “what, whom, 

where, when, how, and how much?” but then again... 

It all starts with a Vision 

Muhammad Ali’s vision was simple: To be 

“the greatest fighter of all time”. And his 

strategy was his motto: “Float like a butterfly 

and sting like a bee”. He had sponsors, The 

Louisville Group, a great trainer, Angelo Dun-

dee, and emblematic managers. His method 

was based on hard work at the gym, but it 

was his passion which made him different. A 

former Heavyweight Champion said this to 

CNN of Ali: “His personal and religious beliefs 

were so strong that he lost three and a half 

of his best years because of a decision he 

made…” That is commitment!!! 

Are champions born or made? 

Scientists Tucker & Collins (2012), in “What makes champions?”, concluded that individual perfor-

mance thresholds are determined by our genetic make-up, but that training can be defined as the 

process by which genetic potential is realized. So, talent is not enough, you need to bridge your 

genes and your performance, that means training, and then come discipline and perseverance, two 

most important values, ‘cause, remember, a principle becomes a value when you’ve had the chance 

to ignore it, and you don’t… There will be moments of despair, there will be failures, there will be 

days when you just don’t want to get up, much less train. Those will be the moments when your 

principles will be put to the test. 

“Success is going from failure to failure without loosing your enthusiasm” said Winston Churchill. En-

thusiasm, passion, commitment, discipline, and perseverance, these are the things that make the dif-

ference, that’s what champions are made of. 

In the prior example, our strategy led to Kata. Is that your passion? And do you have what it takes?! 
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Section III: Management 
“The 3-P’s: Processes, protocols and people to execute them”  

In the equation for success, Vision > Strategy > Methods > Passion, in business, the key to per-

formance lies on your processes. Mind you, vision and strategy are vital to success, but excellence de-

pends on how you do things. Performance is a matter of methods, and principles. 

If a strategy is a set of decisions, and a plan is 

a set of actions, processes and protocols imply 

methods, and tools to achieve it all, your vision,  

your strategy, and your plan.  

Lets consider Fundraising (see flowchart on the 

right). It also starts with some kind of analysis. 

If your plan requires a budget (getting to Tokyo 

2020 will take you for up to $20,000 a year), 

you must look into sources of funding, friends, 

institutions, things you can do or sell to get 

money, then you must define targets for your 

efforts, and come up with a unique idea to offer 

them. What will it be, medals, press coverage, 

or sheer pride and satisfaction? 

You’re clear? OK, now comes getting organized. 

Who’s gonna’ do what, and how? There are 

several ways to get funds (see flowchart), once 

you tap into one or more, then you must follow 

up until you follow through. 

Then there is reporting, and the necessary 

tools. Will you attend a Fundraising event? With 

what stand, with what POP (flyers, for in-

stance)? And how will you secure media cover-

age for this or any event you attend?  

Strategies need plans, and plans need processes, but processes require passion, discipline, and perse-

verance, even excellence, as a principle. It is a virtuous cycle. You have got to anchor your business 

processes on a supporting corporate and personal culture, and that means, again, values. 
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☯ Second Open WSKF Pan American Championship, Panama: 

With competitors from Canada to South America, organized by Sensei 
Kaiser Ponce, and with the distinguished presense of WSKF World 
Chief Instructor, Sensei Hitoshi Kasuya, and WSKF Vice-President, 
Sensei Fouad Korban, we highlight some results.   

• Omaira Molina, took two Gold medals in Kumite  

• Diego Korban, Gold in Kumite + 75 Kgs 

• The host team, Panama, took the honors in Kumite 

See full results in SportsData: https://www.sportdata.org/karate/set-
o n l i n e / p o p u p _ m a i n . p h p ?
popup_action=results&vernr=3962&active_menu=calendar 

☯ WSKF in the Canada Open:  

Sensei Osuna reports on WSKF athletes’ results:  

• Carli Ho, Silver in Elite Kumite, feminine 12-13 years 

• Cameron Ho, Silver in Kata, under 21 Elite and Bronze in Advanced Kumite 

• Santiago Osuna, Silver in para-Kata (Santi just made Black Belt in Panama. Congrats!) 

• Valeria Diaz, Bronze in Kumite, feminine 14-15 years 

☯ WSKF in the US Open, Las Vegas, Nevada: 

• Sofia Moron captured Gold in 16-17 advanced female Kata 

• Diego Korban won Silver in 18-34 male elite Kumite Open  

• Patricia Machillanda captured Bronze in 18-34 advanced female Kumite –65 Kgs 

• Santiago Osuna-Wefer got Bronze in under 17 male para-Kata 

☯ KRANE’s Summer Triple Crown, Warwick, Rhode Island: 

• Andrea Quevedo-Prince captured Silver in Traditional Kata, and Silver in Open Forms 

 

 

 

Section IV: F.Y.I. 
“WSKF, WKF and Team USA News and Events” 

B U D O T I P S ®  

h�ps://www.facebook.com/WSKF.usa/?ref=bookmarks @WSKFUSAFoundatn @WSKF.US

http://www.urcarecenter.com/about-us.htmlare 
12535 South Dixie Highway, 

Pinecrest, FL 33156 
(786) 678-0601  
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Section IV: F.Y.I. 
Upcoming Events and other News 
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☯ New WSKF dojo in Pinecrest, Florida, USA: 

• Visit us in Temple Beth AM, 5950 North Kendall Drive, Pinecrest, FL 

• Senshi Clubs are also in 1649 Bonaventure Boulevard, Weston, FL 

☯ WSKF 2018 World Cup: 

• October 3/7th, at the National In-
doors Sports Arena, in Dublin, Ire-
land (see poster on the right) 

☯ WSKF Kuro-Obi Open: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     World Karate Federation Calendar to year’s end 

The WSKF USA Foundation thanks its sponsors, and all those who support our athletes 
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Please send us your news, events, comments and contributions for the next issue of BUDO tips 


